
Lucid Breakthrough Course Notes 

MODULE: Reality Checks For Lucid Dreaming 
Reality checks are probably one of the most important ways you can become lucid. 
They’re easy to practice, but hard to get to SHOW UP in your dreams.  

However, most of the reasons that people practice reality checks and they DON’T 
show up in their dreams is nothing to do with the reality checks themselves. It’s all 
about your INTENTION, and your dream recall.


There might have been 4 lucid dreams LAST NIGHT in which you did a reality 
check, but if you can’t remember those dreams, it’s hopeless, and you’ll be 
frustrated and confused.  

• Most people get reality checks WRONG. They’re not just about ‘ticking them 
off’ and getting them in, during the day like a chore


• You really need to focus on being MINDFUL, not just while you’re doing the 
reality checks, but during the day as well. This is called ‘all day awareness’ or 
‘lucid living’, and it’s very important for your success!


• A reality check is where you ‘test’ whether you’re awake or not. You can use 
many different types, but it’s important to REALLY doubt whether you’re awake 
or not, while you’re doing them


• The idea behind them is that if you do them enough, you’ll do them INSIDE 
your dreams, and they’ll make you lucid. You’ll realise you’re dreaming and 
become lucid


• It’s important to engage your PROSPECTIVE memory, so that you remember to 
do them in the future. An easy hack here, is to tell yourself ‘Next time I see 
something STRANGE, I’ll do a reality check’


• A simple reality check is to hold out one hand in front of you, and then try 
and push a FINGER from your other hand THROUGH your palm. As you try 
this, as yourself ‘am I dreaming?’


• It’s ALL about expectation. As you do this, REALLY expect that your finger 
will go through your palm. When it DOESN’T, then you can conclude that 
you’re awake, and the reality check is done


• Don’t do the reality check ‘assuming’ that you’re awake. I know it’s easy to 
think ‘I know I’m awake, of course I am’, but REALLY pretend that you don’t 
know for sure, and you’re trying to work it out


• Look around you, and look at the finer details of the place you’re in. Ask 
yourself questions like ‘does this seem strange?’ 



• It’s easy to assume you’re awake, and that’s why most reality checks FAIL. 
Don’t assume anything. Pretend you’re in a HYPER realistic simulation, right 
now and you’re trying to escape or figure out if you’re dreaming or awake. 


• Look around you with a very critical eye. Is gravity working how it should? 
What about the colors? Is texting moving around or changing? Anything else in 
the dream world acting ‘weird'?


• If you can spend about 30-60 seconds doing reality checks, they’ll be much 
more effective, so really spend the time doing them! It’s so worth it!


• Read: My lucid dreaming app explained (free app I made to help you remember 
to do reality checks, custom reminders, and a dream journal) 

• Watch: The truth about reality checks (My thoughts on why they’re not working) 
• Read: Some other reality checks you can try (Blog post showing you some other 

reality checks you can try)

https://howtolucid.com/lucid-reality-app/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzXxLaRRm7A
https://howtolucid.com/reality-checks-lucid-dreaming/
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